
1- Compound 

Words

2- More 

Compound 

Words

3- Plural 

Endings -

es, -s

4- 

Unusual 

Plurals

5- Adding -ing 

to words with 

VC & VCC 

Patterns

6- Adding -ing 

to words with 

VCe & VVC 

Patterns

7- Review 

Inflected 

Ending -ing

bookmark something branches leaf swim blame cutting

bookworm sometime churches loaf run use stopping

cookbook somewhere speeches life sit score humming

scrapbook somehow scratches wolf put tune begging

lightweight someone peaches knife swimming ride grinning

daylight themselves lunches leaves running drive jogging

flashlight yourself leashes loaves sitting blaming moving

sunlight herself wishes lives putting using living

downstairs myself ashes wolves yell scoring coming

downtown itself crashes knives rest tuning taking

downpour anything splashes woman pass riding having

countdown nothing eyelashes women stand driving smiling

headfirst outside taxes mouse pick eat adding

headlight throughout mixes mice jump rain spelling

headphones checkout buses tooth yelling read floating

headstrong outfit kisses teeth resting load chewing

snowflake outfield voices goose passing clean talking

snowstorm beside horses geese standing eating snowing

snowplow sideways changes deer picking raining working

snowball places sheep jumping reading pushing

loading

cleaning



8- Adding -ed 

(double/no 

change)

9- Adding -ed 

(Double/e-

drop/No 

Change)

10- Adding -ed to 

Words with VC, 

VCe, VVC, and VCC 

Patterns

11- Unusual 

Past-Tense 

Words

*12- Syllable 

Juncture in VCV 

and VCCV 

Patterns

13- More Syllable 

Junctures in VCV 

and VCCV Patterns

tripped wagged planned draw crazy female

slipped clipped grabbed drew diner fever

snapped rubbed nodded keep even moment

dipped knitted stepped kept later final

dripped knotted dropped shine open bottom

dropped scarred saved shone over butter

tugged whizzed closed sweep paper follow

stirred baked liked swept ruler matter

sobbed tasted lived throw tiger pattern

chopped scored named threw tiny pillow

shipped skated waited know dinner yellow

zipped graded seemed knew happy blanket

spoiled wasted shouted freeze hello chapter

shouted waved wanted froze kitten finger

mailed stared helped drive lesson member

cheered traded started drove penny number

pointed handed passed slide pretty problem

punted marked called slide puppy sister

pouted started hunted bleed rabbit winter

asked bailed mixed bled summer water

chained stamped busy

guarded roared

washed farmed

loaned rocked

jumped

hissed



14- Open and 

Closed Syllables 

VCV and VCCV 

Patterns

15- Syllable 

Juncture in VCV 

and VVCV 

Patterns

16- Syllable 

Juncture in 

VCCCV and 

VV Patterns

17- Open and 

Closed Syllables 

and Inflected 

Endings

18- Open and 

Closed Syllables 

and Inflected 

Endings

19- Adding Inflected 

Endings -s, -ed, and -

ing to Words With 

Final -y

wagon frozen English faded monkeys replying

frigid humor subtract quoted alleys copying

comic lazy kingdom saving valleys hurrying

rapid music mushroom skated toys studying

edit pilot pumpkin taking donkeys carrying

palace student children using boys staying

shiver finish complete writing trays enjoying

chili lemon control acted journeys replies

timid minute hundred getting ponies copies

cabin never inspect hunted babies hurries

atom planet kitchen nodded ladies studies

habit present monster plotting fireflies carries

robot river area spelling duties stays

humid second cruel standing berries enjoys

tiger seven diet wanted families replied

rodent easy lion floated candies copied

ripen leader poet leaking stories hurried

sofa peanut riot meeting parties studied

siren sneaker trial needed carried

climate trainer video shouting stayed

bison waited enjoyed

primate

china

tulip


